Vibrational and rotational dynamics of cyanoferrates in solution.
Ultrafast infrared spectroscopy has been used to measure vibrational energy relaxation (VER) and reorientation (Tr) times for the high frequency vibrational bands of potassium ferrocyanide and ferricyanide (CN stretches), and sodium nitroprusside (SNP, CN, and NO stretches) in water and several other solvents. Relatively short VER times (4-43 ps) are determined for the hexacyano species and for the NO band of SNP, but the CN band of SNP relaxes much more slowly (55-365 ps). The solvent dependence of the VER times is similar for all the solutes and resembles what has been previously observed for triatomic molecular ions [Li et al., J. Chem. Phys. 98, 5499 (1993)]. Anisotropy decay times are also measured from the polarization dependence of the transient absorptions. The Tr times determined for SNP are different for the different vibrational bands; for the nondegenerate NO mode of nitroprusside (SNP) they are much longer (>15 ps), correlate with solvent viscosity, and are attributed to overall molecular rotation. The short Tr (<10 ps) times for the CN band in SNP and for the hexacyanoferrates are due to dipole orientational relaxation in which the transition moment rapidly redistributes among the degenerate modes. There is no evidence of intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) to other high frequency modes. VER times measured for hexacarbonyls and SNP in methanol are similar, which suggests that the generally faster VER for the latter is in part because they are soluble in more strongly interacting polar solvents. The results are compared to those for small ions and metal carbonyls and are discussed in terms of the importance of solute charge and symmetry on VER.